
Einböck GmbH, Schatzdorf 7, 4751 Dorf an der Pram, AUSTRIA

Dealer

Name | company

Street

Country, ZIP, town

Telephone

E-Mail

Client

Name

Company | Farm | Yard

Street

Country, ZIP, town

Telephone

E-Mail

HANDOVER PROTOCOL | WARRANTY ACTIVATION

This confirmed handover protocol secures the warranty claim according to our terms of delivery on our delivery note.
I confirm therefore that I have overtaken the machine with the manual and that I have understood all the instructions on use,

security and maintenance (described in the manual). The warranty claim begins with the delivery date of the machine.

This protocol can also be filled out online at epan.einboeck.at/en

Town, date Signature client Signature employee Einböck or dealer

This handover protocol can be filled, scanned (or readably photographed) and returned by  
the dealer or the final client to register@einboeck.at!

W W W . E I N B O E C K . E U

Type/
Machine

Serial- 
number

Machine checked for completeness and functionality.

Operating instructions handed over.

I herewith confirm that I have overtaken the machine according to the instructions in the manual. I have understood all instructions and recommendations 
to danger and will respect them consciously. Third persons, who work under my order on or with the machine, are also instructed precisely by me on the 
instructions and recommendations on danger.
The producers liability extinguishes in case of non-respect of the manual and the security instructions, as well as in case of danger due to a cause described in 
the manual. In these cases I refuse to invoke claims from the warranty for defects for consequential property damage.
I commit myself, not to sell, transfer or make accessible machines produced for entrepreneurial use only for any reason whatsoever to a consumer on the basis 
of the product liability law.
In case of disposal or other take-over of the machine I will inform accurately and verifiably the client or recipient on the manual, recommendations on use, 
security and maintenance. I will hand over the manual and all the obligations overtaken concerning the machine to the client or recipient. I will obligate the 
client or recipient to act in the same way when selling or giving away the machine.

Yes, I would like to receive online product information from Einböck in the future. I am able to revoke this consent any time.

I agree with the privacy policy. (www.einboeck.at)


